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A very nice game indeed.
Soft soothing music together with great artwork, perfect for casual and puzzle gamers.
And it's one of those rare platformer games that won't let you enraged when died!
Highly recommended. =). For 5 dollars this game is a blast! It's great to leave on and then AFK at work.
Pros:
 Short and casual. Great for players that don't have time to dedicate all of your attention
 Cute and surprising! There are so many choices in this game. What card to place down, what order it should be in, how you
want your end game to be, etc. The animation for little humans are so adorable. They walk around and squeak!
 tons of unlockables. There's a bunch of food, buildings and research you can unlock. It's always fun discovering them. It's really
fast but still enjoyable

Cons:
 The AI is still really dumb. I give them trees for plants and they just kind of run around and die. Actually that's pretty accurate
of the human race
 The game play is kinda weird. By that I mean the faith system is kind of annoying. If you have a church, you pretty much can't
finish the game because it keeps IQ locked. There are very few thunder and meteor cards so it has to be managed, but then at
that point, you have to rely on RNG. Also the game does not include much instructions. I had to look at guides on steam to
figure out what to do. They should include a quick tutorial.

Other than that, I really enjoyed this game! The game play negatives I think were meant to slow the game down so you have to
think.
. I have to say it's really very rare that you come across a sponge that balances so well in your hand whilst delivering unparalleled
water absorbsion and a dirt busting texture.

The squeegee handle was a little cheap, but after a quick gaffer tape reinforcement I was back out getting those windows
squeaky clean.

Felt a little bad when I knock a gull out in a single punch but I guess that's what I get for going to the gym 5 times a week.

10\/10 Would sponge again.. I like the features a lot and I am having a fun time my issues are not with the game. DO NOT
DOWNLOAD THE GAME FROM STEAM. Download it straight from the ESO website, dear god I have had so many issues
with installation and launch and updates. I've looked on forums and literally the only people who have launching issues have
downloaded it from Steam. Just save yourself the trouble and download it from the website. But yeah good game I like it a lot it
just took years off my life with the issues I had with the launcher. And I know it is not my computer because I have several
other games from Assassins creed to final Fantasy to Minecraft and they all work fine. Just take my advice save yourself the
trouble.. A really great and fun game. I recomend it if someone wants a good indie game. Though it has some cons they are
really little, like one of the eatable objects, being tossed over to an area you cant go to.. Single player - This game is more luck
than skill. Who will get the key to the amazing shortcut first? What power ups will they/I get?
Multiplayer/Co-Op - Didn't try cause I have no life.

Overall it's not a horrible game if you can get it cheap (mine was part of a Humble Bundle), like kart style games, and/or have
friends to play with.

Recommendation is only if you can get the game cheap. Full price = pass.. I don't really know what I was expecting when I
bought this game. Graphically, it is lovely and the small bird is endearing, which is of course why I was compelled to purchase
this game. I do not feel, however, that this game is value for money. It is very short and the puzzles are quite simplistic, not
suitable for portal veterans in the slightest. I also found them to be very repetitive. It is very much created for tinkering with
using VR. If you plan to purchase it for mouse and keyboard - don't.
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Didn't find the story very compelling and wasn't too keen on the visuals, though I'm certain both are someone else's cup of tea.
Honestly I'm putting in the bare minimum to get the trading cards and maybe wrap up the achievements farther down the road..
absalutly amazing
anything good in this game name it
story\/ me:good
artwork\/ me: good
jumscares\/ me: goo-wait ok but good game overall. Puzzles,troca de personagens e implantes de silicone (haha),otimo jogo
cheio de quebra-cabe\u00e7as ,time cativante e horas e horas de conquitas!\u00f3timo jogo para quem curte jogos de
plataforma e com puzzles!. There are two main modes of play, each of which can be modified with two optional rules. Between
this and four difficulty levels you'll probably find something to your liking. The game is based on an interesting idea, but gets
boring suprisingly quickly. The one-page manual is not good enough and some things are quite hard to deduce, which is not
acceptable for a game vying for my time. So is it worth a dolla? Meh... I guess. Just barely.. Wow Konomi - You call MB Coins
Sexual Content but not this? :facepalm:. A simple game of polyhedron genocide in a 3-dimensional setting. The learning curve
is odd, but you eventually learn all you need to know and take off.

Plus, I got it on sale for -$1.51! A total 151% off! How can I NOT give a game this cheap a 10/10?. Great game fun and
addictive.. Weird and fun

I've tried all the songs in the game, it's actually good.
Guitar solos are catchy , gameplay is quite solid.

Although the graphic is super low budget style, it looks Weird,
but I kinda like this.. like darksouls of rhythm. Final map is kind of lame though song kind of sucks and is offbeat. Still for 3
bucks game was cool.. An inexpensive fun little detectivey point and clicky game. Great for fans of other light hearted murder
investigation games such as Ace Attorney and Ghost Trick.

Detective Grimoire features a great cast of characters who are fully voice acted very well. The story is very enjoyable and
should keep you hooked all the way through.

Took me 3 hours to play through and 100% and I believe its well worth the full price and a must buy on sale.
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